
Technique and Training

Koji Murofushi



Training from Father 

7.26kg
Heavy hammer
Light hammer or….
1turn throw     
(stop left toe)
2turn throw
3turn throw
Back to 7.26kg



General exercises

Snatch
Clean
Full Squat
Front Squat
Twist with bar
(good for toe turn)
Jumping SQ
Flying split
Not just repetition. 
It’s the way you do it.



Wind



Wind

Wind is just a preliminary of entry.
Stand 0, Face 45 to 90. 

That is the front.
(back view has to be clear)

Active phase is 180-0. 
Right side of whole orbit.

Image of door. (open and close) 
Wind : Unwind.

Feel the heel of the right side



Entry and turns



Entry and turns
1st turn should feel the left heel prepare for 
2nd turn. (stop the toe)
Feel the tension with hammer and back, 
and control.
Try to Turn hammer to near 180, 

right side of gate.
Don’t lift the right foot too high, turn close 
to left leg and try to land early. 

Turn your left heels before you land the right 
foot. (you can land your right foot just turning 
left heels)

Image JUDO’S Seoi-nage
Translational movement is important



Entry and turns
Its not just about ball 
going to 180. 
Its about how many 
degrees you have 
moved hammer 
effectively.

Where are you starting,     
where you ending. 

even if ball goes to 180, 
you start from 0, 

it wont be an effective 
movement.



Delivery

Start from far back.
Stop the left leg and 
block.
Use vertical force with 
your legs.



Shigenobu Murofushi



Shigenobu explains wind



Shigenobu explains active phase on turn



Drills for hammer



Basic drills when I started

Imitation drills without hammer.
Trailing hammer on the ground 
in wind.
Walk wind and turn.



Imitate without hammer

We say “don’t hold the hammer” when 
we explain about not to interrupt the 
movement of hammer.  But it doesn’t 
mean that going together with it. 
You don’t interrupt the hammer’s 
movement and also “ you don’t want to 
be interrupted by hammer’s movement. 
Hammer and yourself has a individual 
movement.  
So make your independent movement!! 



Imitate without hammer
Step 1

Learn your body movement without hammer.
Divided in 3.
Feel the resistance .
Needs to be accurate.
Arms isosceles.
Feel connected whole body, toe to head.

Step 2
Divided in 2

Step 3
Whole turn



Wind drills

Feel effective accelerate point of the 
movement! 
It’s on the right side of hemisphere 



Wind drills (trailing on ground)

Step over the line.
Trail on the right side.
Make sure to look back when hammer 
touches the ground
Feel the right hemisphere.



Wind drills 

Raise hammer, and wind back.
See hammer when it hits the ground. 

Normal wind but with the all feeling.



Walk wind, turn and throw.

Feel the importance of 
translational movement!

Walk few steps as you 
feel comfortable.
CONVERSION-front 
force to rear force.
Feet are the switch of  
the conversion. STEP! 



Training Exercises

Hammerobics
Air Training

Whip Training
Casting Net



Hammerobics



What is Hammerobics??

Improvisation
Never the same movement
Won’t lose concentration. 

(listen to your feeling )
Prevent injury.
Can develop mature athlete’s athletic 
ability.

(not just for young energetic exercise)
MAIN THING FOR THIS EXERCISE 

IS..



Why don’t we use the 
hammer more? 
If we like to throw 
hammer! Hammer can 
be best tools to develop 
your throwing ability!! 
Lets be friends with it! 

…Exercising with Hammer!



Squat Position



Squat Position



Dead Lift Position



Swing on Back



Hanging hammer from waist



Hang hammer from waist



Stair Master (hammer version)



Hold hammer on stomach



Twists



Get the feeling from “an oar”

If you don’t turn, body movement is shake 
(wave) back & front. Heel & Toe, Heel & toe…..



Oar: Straight Arm

Straight arm



Oar: Straight Arm Front

Straight arm front



Use Bearing of hammer

Swing plate while holding the hammer.



Wind the Rope

Winding a rope. Get the feeling of whole turn.



Air Training

Use your own resistance



Air Training: EMG

Use your own resistance



Use whip or wire

Feel resistance yourself.
Feels same as you holding the 7.26kg.



Casting net

Feeling of opening.
Feeling of spreading.
Its just like Delivery! 
For release we need 
feeling of spreading. 



Annual Training Plans

Recent Years
And Future



Training plan~2002

Most of the time weight training before 
throwing. 

Muscle is tired so movement will be 
sophisticated.

Every time maximum effort.
Sometimes in winter 150 throws. 



Training 2004: 83.15m

Most of the time Weight training after 
throw.

5×5(5×3,5×2) repetitions in weight 
training.

Use 35lbs weight for drills before throws.
Not so much hard throws. 

Technique.
Drills are separated in 2. 

Vertical movement (pendulum) 
Rotational movement. 



Training 2005: no competitions.

Didn’t compete.
Back Injury

Trying to find a new concept for training.



Training 2006:  82.00m 

Hammerobics 
Air training
More stomach feeling than back 
(~2004)
More right foot than left.
Very, very few weight training. 



Training 2007:  82.62m

Busy for thesis.
Less training:  less throws.
Thinking at the desk.
Training is like 2006.



Training 2008: ??m

Making exact plan for August.
Making a goal every month. 

Not high but not low.
Balanced training, 

jumps, running, throwing, lifting.
Minimize the quantity of training. 

Maximize Quality
Add all the effective training from the 
past when it is necessary.     



Technique



My Technique



My Opposition



My Target



Thank You


